
       VOCABULARY  KEY LEARNING 

 

Climate 

• The Antarctic is the coldest, driest and  
windiest continent, even considered a desert 
due to its low rainfall. 98% of the continent is 
covered in ice and there are no permanent 
residents. Temperatures range from -30°C to  
-60°C  

Physical Features 

• Glacial Ice Sheets: Antarctica is made up of the 
East and the West Antarctic Ice Sheets. The 
Transantarctic mountains separate these two 
areas.  

• Islands and Ice Shelves: Some islands are  
permanently linked to the mainland by ice 
whereas others connect seasonally due to sea 
ice expansion and retreat. The Ross Ice Shelf (at 
the south) is the largest of these and covers an 
area larger than the U.K.  

• The Dry Valleys: Found in high altitude areas 
such as Victoria Land near the McMurdo re-
search station. They can have enough melting in 
summer to allow some land to be free of  
glaciers.  

Human Features 

• Melting of the Ice: Global warming is melting 
the Antarctic Ice Sheet, causing sea levels to rise 
and is affecting wildlife which rely on the ice. 
Burning fossil fuels and farming has contributed 
to this.  

• Race to the South Pole: The first expedition to 
reach the South Pole was led by the Norwegian 
explorer Roald Amundsen. He and four others 
arrived at the pole on 14 December 1911, five 
weeks ahead of a British party . 

Antarctica Circle: one of earth’s five circles of 
latitude. 

Antarctic Ocean: another name for the 
Southern Ocean. 

Conservation: protection of natural  
environment and wildlife. 

Expedition: a journey undertaken by a group 
of people with a particular purpose. 

Frostbite: injury caused by exposure to  
extreme cold. 

Glacier: a slow-moving mass or river of ice. 

Ice Age: when thick ice sheets called glaciers 
cover huge areas of land, which can last for 
millions of years and cause big changes to 
Earth’s surface, This has happened a number 
of times throughout Earth’s history. 

Iceberg: a large floating mass of ice broken 
from a glacier or ice sheet and carried out to 
sea. 

Ice Floe: a sheet of floating ice. 

Navigate: to move through a particular 
course in an unfamiliar area. 

Pack Ice: a mass of ice floating in the sea. 

South Pole: South Magnetic Pole shifting 
within Antarctica. 

Territory: area of land under someone’s con-
trol. 

Treaty: an Antarctic Treaty, signed in 1959, 
was to ensure that Antarctica continues to be 
used for peaceful purposes only. 

GEOGRAPHY KNOWLEDGE MAT 

• The Equator is an imaginary line that runs through the centre of the earth. The further away 
from the Equator you are, the colder the climate. 

• There are two different poles: South Pole and North Pole. 

• Aware of the main physical and human features of the UK. 

UK vs. ANTARCTICA 

WHAT YOU SHOULD ALREADY KNOW 

• How does the UK compare to Antarctica? Consid-
er the different animals and plants that can be 
found in both areas. 

• Compare the climate of the UK and Antarctica 
using graphs to represent your data.  

• Present on a map the voyage Ernest Shackleton 
took in the early 1900s. 

GEOGRAPHICAL SKILLS AND FIELDWORK 

Year 4: UK vs.  London/Camden 

WHAT CAME BEFORE 

WHAT COMES NEXT 

Year 6:UK vs. the World  

I 

 

Greece was divid-

ed into city-states 

(polis) that each 

had their own 

laws and way of 

life, but that all 

spoke the same 

language. Two of 

the most well-

known city states 

Ernest Shackleton 

(1874-1922) 


